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Part I. Introduction. The principal result of this paper is Theorem 2, which

is an existence and uniqueness theorem for analytic solutions of the differ-

ence equation

n

(i) 2ZA¡yix + "í) = <t>ix).
¿=i

Important in the proof of Theorem 2, as well as of some interest in itself, is

Theorem 1, which states the possibility of securing a particularly simple

Mittag-Le frier expansion for the reciprocal of the exponential polynomial

71

(2) 2^Aie"iZ-
1=1

In Theorem 2, equation (1) is studied under the assumptions that cp(x)

is analytic in a sector S iß) ■ |argx| <ß^ir/2, and that wx = 0, while w2, • • -,&>„

lie in S iß)- It is assumed further that there is a non-negative number M

such that c/>(x) is of type (Af, ß), by which is meant that <£(x) is analytic both

in S iß) and also at x = 0, and that for every pair of positive numbers e, S there

is a positive number Co(e, <5) such that

(3) \4>ix)\<Coie,Ô)e^^M+^

when [arg x| <ß— 5.

Under these conditions the totality of all those solutions of (1) which are

of type (Af, ß) is shown to be a non-empty finite-parameter family of func-

tions. For this family a representation is found in the form o'f a sum of con-

tour integrals which are constructed from c/>(x) and from the principal parts

of the meromorphic function l/(Z?=i A¡e"iz). This representation is given

by equations (41)-(45) below.

Equation (1) has been studied for real Wj and real x by Bochner [l](2)

and by Raclis [10]. For complex values of co,- and x it has been studied by

Halphén [ó] in the case where 0(x) is entire and of sufficiently small ex-

ponential type, by Pincherle [9] in the case where </>(x) is entire and of

arbitrary exponential type, and by Carmichael [3] and by Ghermanesco [5]

Presented to the Society, September 4, 1947 and September 5, 1947, under the titles The

resolution into partial fractions of the reciprocal of an exponential polynomial and Note on linear

difference equations; received by the editors September 17, 1947.

(*) National Research Fellow, at Harvard University and at Columbia University.

(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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in the case where <£(x) is any entire function. In addition, Pincherle (loc. cit.)

has considered the case where t/>(x) is analytic at infinity, and Ghermanesco

(loc. cit.) has considered the case where c/>(x) is meromorphic. Local solutions

of (1) have been found by Sheffer [ll, 12].

In his classic work on the principal solution in the complex plane Nörlund

[8, chap. IV] has studied two special cases of equation (1). These are the

equations

(4) yix + o) - y(x) = coc6(x),

and

(5) yix + w) + yix) = 2c6(x).

Nörlund considers these equations under the assumption that either <£(x) is

an entire function of sufficiently small exponential type, or else c/>(x) is

analytic in a sector and satisfies a certain growth condition—this growth

condition is roughly condition (3) of the present paper, together with a

further restriction which consists in requiring that the M of condition (3) be

sufficiently small. (In the present paper the number M is unrestricted.)

The basic method of attack which will be employed for Theorem 2 is the

use of generalized power-series solutions for certain approximating g-differ-

ence equations. This method is a modification of a method introduced by the

author [13, 14] in earlier papers.

Part II. Notation. The following notations will be used throughout this

paper:

(6) o>i, • • • , ton are given distinct complex numbers.

(7) ^4x, ■ • • , An are given complex numbers, each different from zero.

(8) /(z) is the exponential polynomial   Z*-i A¡ea>'.

(9) Fiz) = l/ifiz)).
(10) Z— {fi, ft, • • • } is the set of (distinct) zeros of /(z).

(11) j, is the order of multiplicity of f, as a zero of/(z).

(12) P,iz), or 2~lj-i B,j,iz—^.)-', is the principal part of F(z) at z = f,

(*—I. 2, • • •)•
(13) For every positive number 5, Z(5) is the set of all points whose

distance from Z is less than 5.

(14) Çiiô), C2Í8), • • • are the components of Z(S).

(15) 7m(5) is the complete boundary, described in the positive sense, of

Çmio) (« = 1,2, • • •)•
(16) üj is the complex conjugate of Uj.

(17) f is the closed convex of the points ¡k, • • • , »». (That is, <P is the

intersection of all closed half-planes containing ¿1, ■ ■ • , cô„.)

(18) £x, £2, • • • , £r are the edges of CP, considered as a closed polygon.

(19) Uj is the number of points of the set Si, • • • , &„ lying on E¡,

(7 = 1,2, ■ ■ -,r).
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(20) N is the maximum of the numbers n¡ (j=í, 2, • ■ • , r).

(21) lj is the length of £,-.

(22) I is the perimeter of <P.

(23) 7<lj is the half-line through the origin in the direction of the outer

normal to £,• (j = l, 2, • • • , r).

(24) oij is the inclination of A[y, with —7r<aJ-=x 0 = 1, 2, • • • , r).

(25) So(/3) is the union of S iß) (see introduction) with the set consisting

of just one point, the origin.

(26) J^iiM, ß) is defined, when M is non-negative, to be the set of all com-

plex numbers x such that for every number ßi in the closed interval (— ß, ß)

the inequality 9î(x) cos ßi+- 3(x) sin ft g M is valid(3).

(27) b is a positive number greater than unity.

(28) S ib, ß) is the set of points x such that either x = b, or else for some z

in S iß) the equation x = ¿>(l— e~l) is valid.

Part III. Exponential polynomials.

A.  The distribution of the zeros.

Lemma 1. (a) There exists a positive number L such that if K.¡ is the half-

stripi*) {z; di[z exp i-ias)]^0, | 3[z exp i-ia,)}\ <L} fj-1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r),

then all zeros offiz) lie in the union of the 3Cy. Moreover, for every pair of numbers

R\, i?2 with 0 5Í i?x ;S i?2 the number (?) NjiRu R2) of zeros z which lie in 3Cy

and have Ri^dt[z exp (—?«,•)]= i?2 satisfies, when Ri is sufficiently large, the

relation

i2tr)~HiiR2 - ici) - (»f - 1) g N,{Ri, R2)

á Í2t)-HjÍR2 - i?x) + im - 1).

(b) If the origin belongs to eP, then /(z) is bounded away from zero if z is

bounded away from the zeros offiz). That is, for every positive 5 there is a posi-

tive X(ô) such that |/(z) | ^X(ô) whenever z is a point whose distance to the near-

est zero of /(z) is at least ô.

Proof. This lemma follows readily from well known results and methods

due to C. E. Wilder, J. D. Tamarkin, and G Pólya(6).

Corollary. If S is sufficiently small, Çmio) contains at most N—l distinct

zeros offiz) (w = l, 2, • • • ).

Proof. Let ô Kir/QN). By equation (29) there is at most a finite set of values

of m such that Çmià) contains more than N—l zeros of/(z). A sufficient re-

duction in the size of 5 will now bring the desired result.

(3) 3Î, -3 denote real and imaginary part, respectively.

(4) Evidently 3C,- has J^,- for axis of symmetry.

(6) Here each zero is counted a number of times equal to its multiplicity.

(8) The address of R. E. Langer [7] contains an outline of these results and methods, and

a bibliography of the theory.
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B. The resolution into partial fractions of the reciprocal of an exponential

polynomial.

Theorem 1. Let Í3 contain the origin. Let B be any point not in Z. Then if

8 is a sufficiently small positive number, all the following relations are valid:

"      1    r FiT)i* ~ B)
(a) Fiz) = F(B) - £ — L        (T      \(T      m dT,

m_x 2TijymW (r - z)iT - b)

for every z at positive distance from Z(5), and

(b) F(«)=F(5) + ¿CM(Z),
m=l

where

(30) QJz) =       D       (JP.(«) - P.(B)),

/or every z in the complement of Z, and

(c) There are at most N—l distinct points f, in Çmi8) (rez = l, 2, • • • ),

and

(d) The length of JTO(ô) ts wo£ rezóle ¿Äare 2iriN—1)5, area

(e) TÄere cx«¿s a positive number X(ô) smc« ¿rea/ | T^T) | <1/X(5) /or a// T"

on 7m(ô) (w = l, 2, • • • ), awci

(f) The series in (a) converges absolutely, and the corresponding series of

absolute values converges uniformly, for z in any bounded set at positive distance

from Z(5), and the series in (b) converges absolutely, and the corresponding series

of absolute values converges uniformly, for z in any bounded set at positive distance

from Z.

Proof, (c) is an immediate consequence of the corollary to Lemma 1. (e)

follows immediately from Lemma lb. (d) follows immediately from (c). If

5 is less than the distance from B to Z, then (b) is obviously implied by (a).

It remains, then, to establish (a) and (f). We shall use Cauchy's method of

resolving a meromorphic function into partial fractions.

Let z be any point not in Z.

Now (e) is valid for every 5, and we assume 5 sufficiently small so that

(c) and (d) are true, and sufficiently small so that z and B are at positive

distance from Z(5).

Let R be a positive number, so large that \z\ <R and \B\ <R and 8<R.

Let Vn be the union of the circle \z\ <R with all the sets Çmi8) which have

points in common with that circle. Let A^ä be the complete boundary of Vr

described in the positive sense.

Let 15i, ̂ 2, • • • , 15* be the components of Z(5) which are included in Vg

but not wholly included in the circle \z\ <R. Then there is a zero £/ of fiz)

in 13/ (j = l, 2, • • • , k), which lies in the ring R — 5<|z| <R + 8.
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We assume now that 5 is less than irl ' (see Notations (20), (22)). Then it

follows easily from (29), with R2 = R + 8 and with i?x = [iR-8)2-L2]112 (Z, as

in Lemma la), that if R is sufficiently large, the number of zeros in the ring

JR-5<|z| <R + 8 is less than í2tt)-112ttÍI)-1+N1 where -íVx=Zí=i (»/-*)i
and therefore k^Ni.

Since each 15¡ is the union of at most N—l circles of radius 5, the length

of A^s is at most 2itR+2iriN-l)8N1, which is less than 1R if R is large.

Hence

(31)

1    r FiT)iz-B)     dT

2ici J K^r iT-z)iT-B)

1 1 z   +\B\
= -(7i?)-

2tt X(í)   iR-\z\)iR-\B\)

which approaches zero as R becomes infinite.

But

L( -
liti J KR

FiT)iz-B)    ^T

IC* iT - z)iT - B)
(32)

_ 1   / F(T){z - B)
= Fiz) - FiB) +        Z        - I -—-— dT.

ÇmmCVB 2*iJ7mti)  iT - z)iT - B)

Hence (a) is valid if the series in (a) converges. But (29) implies that

iT-z)-1iT-B)-1 = Oim~2) on %i8), and this, together with (d) and (e), im-

plies that the series in (a) converges, and implies statement (f).

Remark. Theorem 1 may, in part, be summarized in the statement that if

B is any point at which Fiz) is finite, then the series Z"-i (-f»(z) —P,(5)),

provided the terms are properly bracketed, converges to Fiz) —FiB). In the

simple case of commensurate real exponents a¡ it is plain that if the origin

belongs to "P, then no bracketing is needed. In the general case where the

origin belongs to "P this bracketing is essential. Indeed, to secure convergence

of the Mittag-Leffler expansion XXi iP«iz) ~P*iz)), where P^iz) is the sum

of the first ks terms in the Taylor's series expansion of Psiz) at z = B, it is in

general impossible to choose values for ks which remain bounded as s becomes

infinite. This, together with stronger statements on the nonconvergence of

the unbracketed series 2^7-1 iP>iz) ~P>iB))> has been shown by Borel [2]

for the particular function Fiz) = l/(/(z)) with /(s) the exponential poly-

nomial sin -KZ sin mrz, a being a carefully chosen irrational real number.

Borel remarks upon the usefulness, in the particular case cited, of bracket-

ing the principal parts. Whittaker [15] has made systematic use of such

bracketing in the study of meromorphic functions of finite order. However,

Whittaker uses a plan of bracketing different from the one used in the present
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paper, and his results do not specialize in the case of the reciprocal of an

exponential polynomial to Theorem 1 of the present paper.

Part IV. Further preliminary theorems.

Lemma 2. Let wx = 0 and let an, • • • , w„ be distinct points of S iß)- Let <P,

ax, • • • , ctr be defined by (17) and (24). Then -(j3+tt/2) <as< iß+ir/2)

is=l, 2, • • • ,r).

Proof. This is geometrically apparent. We omit the analytic proof, which is

easily supplied.

Lemma 3. If Mi<M2, and if Z\ is in J^(Afx, ß), while z2 is in the comple-

ment of HiMi, ß), then |z2-Zi| >M2-Afx.

Proof. This is obvious.

Lemma 4. Let cox = 0, and let oh, • • • , u)n be distinct points of S iß). Then:

(a) If M is any non-negative number there are at most finitely many zeros

offiz) in HiM,ß).
(b) // fx, • ■ • , fp are the zeros offiz) in HiM, ß), then there is a real num-

ber M\ greater than M such that fi, • • • , f p are the only zeros offiz) in J<liMi, ß).

(c) Iftu'-'t i~P are the zeros of fiz) in KiM, ß), and fp+1, tP+2, • • • are

the other zeros offiz), then there is a positive distance from the set ?iiM, ß) to the

set {fp+i, fp+2, • • • J.
(d) Let fit * * ' » f» be the zeros of fiz) in >i(Afx, ß). Let fp+i, fp+2, • • • be

numbered in any order of nondecreasing modulus. Let 50 be a positive number

sufficiently small so that if 5<5o, then the component of Z(5) which contains ¿%

contains no other point of Z (s = l, 2, • • • , p), and Çmi8) contains at most

N—l distinct points of Z (?re= 1, 2, • • • ). For every 5 less than 5o let the com-

ponents Çmi8) of Z(5) be numbered in such a way that (/m(5) contains a i~j for

which j^m. iFor example, let Çii8) be chosen to contain fx, and after Çsi8)

is^k) have been chosen, let Çk+\i8) be chosen to contain the fy of minimum

subscript lying in the complement of (^(5)+ • • • +£^(5).)

Then there is a positive number D, and a finite set of real numbers Ti, • • •, Th,

lying in the open interval i~ß, ß), such that for every sufficiently small positive

8 a sequence of numbers yP+\, 7^+2, • ■ • can be chosen, with every ym in the set

(I\, • • • , Th), and with the inequality

(33) 9KD cos ym - 3(T) sin ym > M i + Dm

valid if T is on 7™(5) and m>p.

(e) If Ji, • • • , fj, are the zeros of fiz) in J^(Afi, ß), then there is a positive

number ß0 smaller than ß such that fi, • • • , fP are the zeros of fiz) in ?iiMi, ßo).

Proof, (a) By Lemma 2 the outer normals to the sides of "P have their in-

clinations in the open interval (—[/3+7r/2], [/3+7t/2]). Let /32 be chosen

smaller than ß and such that the inclinations of the outer normals to <P lie in
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the open interval (— [/32+7r/2], [/32+7t/2]). Then by Lemma 1 all but finitely

many of the zeros offiz) lie in S 032+7r/2). Since the intersection of S (i32+7r/2)

and HiM, ß) is clearly a bounded set, part (a) follows.

(b) By application of part (a) with M replaced by Af2, we obtain the

result that J^(Af2, ß) will, for any M¡¡, contain only finitely many zeros of

fiz). Let M2 be any number greater than M. Evidently the zeros of /(z) in

7s[(Afi, ß) can be denoted by fx, £*,•••, Çt, with t¡tp. For every k with p<k

gi we have a ßk in the closed interval (— ß, ß) such that 9î(r*) cos ßk+ 3(f t)

•sin ßk>M. Choosing Mi as any number which is less than the minimum of

the numbers 9î(f*) cos ßk+-$iCk) sin ßk ik=p+l, • • • , t), and which is

greater than M, we see that all the points fp+1, • • • , ft are in the comple-

ment of HiMi, ß). This establishes (b).

(c) This is an immediately consequence of (b) and Lemma 3.

(d) In view of Lemma 1, there exists a positive number K, a function

s(w) defined for m = l, 2, ■ • • and assuming values in the set (1, • • • , r), a

sequence of non-negative numbers px, p2, • • • , and a sequence of complex

numbers ôi, 02, • • • satisfying | 8m\ <K im = 1, 2, • ■ ■ ), such that

(34) fm = pm exp iiot.(m)) + em.

Now because of Lemma 2 there exists for every s in the set (1, • • • , r) a

number ßs, in the open interval (— ß, ß), such that cos (a.+ß,) >0. If s = s{m),

SR[fm exp (t/3.)] = 5R{ [exp (i/S.)][pm exp (to,) + 0„]}

(35)
Ï5 pm cos (a, + j3s) — K.

Let M"2 be a positive number larger than Mi, such that ?i, • • *, ¿", are the

zeros of/(z) in J\[(Af2, /3). Evidently, from (35), there is a positive integer w0

such that dtiÇm exp (*/3s))>Af2 if m>mo, and i = s(w). We define gm to be

/38(m), if ?re>wo. Then if m>mo we have

(36) 9î(fm) cos gm — 3(f«) sin fm > M2.

We consider next the integer m in the set p + l, • • • , m0. For each such

m let gm be a number in the open interval (— ß, ß) such that (36) holds

im = p-\-l, • • ■ , w0). The existence of such gm follows from the fact that the

points fp+1, • • • , f m,, are in the complement of J\[(Af2, /3).

Now it follows from Lemma 1 that there is a positive number D' such that

pm>D'm for all sufficiently large w. Hence from (35) we conclude that there

is a positive number D" such that

(37) SR(fm) cos gm - 3(fm) sin gm > Z)"w,

for all sufficiently large w. From (37) and (36) it follows that there is a posi-

tive D such that
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(38) jR(fm) cos gm - 3(fm) sin gm > M2 + Dm

if m>p.

Let ôx be a positive number not exceeding 80 and such that 2(Ar—l)5x is

less than Mt — Mi. Let 5 be a positive number less than 5x. We define the

sequence 7P+x, 7P+2, • • • as follows: For each integer w greater than p we

choose an integer j not less than w such that f y is a point of Z which lies in

Çmi8), and we define 7m=gy. Then if T is on Jmi8), | T— fy| fg(2(A7'—1)5

<Af2-Afx. Hence | [5R(r)-JR(fy)] cos gj- [$(J)-${£,)] sin gy| <Af2-Afx.

But SR(r) cos 7»~ 3(2") sin 7» = 9î(Ti) cos ft—3(fy) sin gy+[9i(r)-5R(fj)]
•cos gy-[3(r)-3f(fy)] sin gy^lf2+JDj-(Mi-^i) = Mi+Dj^Mi+Dm.

This proves (d), with {Tx, • • • , Th}} = {ft, • • • , ft; gp+x, • • • , gm}.

(e) Since >í(Afx, /3o)D>í(Af1, ft, it suffices to prove that there is a positive

ßo less than ß such that fy is in the complement of J^(Afx, ft), whenever/>£.

Recalling that the set (7P+x, 7j>+2, • • • ) is a finite set, let ft = max |7m|

im=p+l, p + 2, •••)• Then ft<ft Now it follows from (38), which holds

for m=p-\-l, p+-2, • • • , that fy C/ = P+1> P+2, • • • ) is in the complement

of HiMi, ßo).

Lemma 5. Let rj, X be any positive numbers. Then X sin jj<e'x —cos 77.

Proof. This is obvious.

Lemma 6. Let 0<ß^ir/2. Let zGS(/3). Then l-e~'ES>iß).

Proof. Let f = l-e~\ Let z=p(cos ft + ¿ sin ft), with 0^ft<ft and p>0.
If ft = 0, f>0, and hence fGS(/3). If ft>0, we define 77 by the equation
77 =p sin ft. Then z = 77 cot ßi + irj. Hence ¿" = (1 — e_'cotft cos 77) + ie~n cot ft sin 77.

Hence | 3í(f)/9í(f)|cot ft = (cot ft) sin 77(e'cotft —cos 77) -1 and by Lemma 5,

with -X" = cot ft, the last number is less than unity, so that [ 3(f)/9î(r)|

<tan ft. This relation, together with the obvious relation $K(f)>0, implies

res (&) es G*).
Lemma 7. (a) For every b, S ib, ß) is a bounded set.

(b) For every b,S(b,ß)CS(ß).

(c) If $ is a closed bounded subset of S iß), then when b is sufficiently large

SFCS (6, ft.
(d) S ib, ß) contains a neighborhood of b.

(e) IfxGS ib, ft and if zGS (ft, then b+er'(x-b) GS (&, ft.

Proof, (a) It is evident that if xES (&, ft, then | x| <2b.
(b) This follows immediately from Lemma 6.

(c) Let 'S be any closed bounded subset of S (ft. Let X be a positive

number such that \x\ <X whenever xGff. Let xÇï. Let &>1, let q=l—b~1,

and define z by the equation bil—qz)=x. Then(7)

(7) For definiteness, throughout this paper, log (1 — b_1x) is understood to be that single-

valued branch in the set arg (1 — b~lx) ¿¿it which is real when arg (1 — b~1x)=0, and log g is

understood to be a negative number.
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log (1 - x/b)
(39) z - —-— •

logg

Thus, since ¿[log (1— xb*1) — x log q]/dq = xix —1)(1— q)il— x+xg)-1^-1, we

have

(40) — (f"|-'"1-^V(frw),
V J i        (1  -   X+  Xt)t )'    \J i )

whence, if b>Xi>X, then |z-x| <X(X+l)/(Xi-X). (For |(l-¿)/(l-r

+xt)\ <il/b)/[l-iX/b)]<l/iXi-X).) Thus for every positive e there is a

positive Xi such that if x is in 5 and z is defined by (39), and if b>Xi, then

\z—x\ <e. lie is less than the distance from ï to the boundary of S (ft,

then z is in S (ft. But i(l-g2) =&{l—exp [-z(-log q)]}, and if z is in S (ft,

so is z( —log q). Hence x£S (¿>, ft, for all x in if, if &>A^x.

(d) Let p = be-TCOtß. Let £ be the set {x; |x-ö| <p}. LetxEi^. If * = &,

then x£S(Z>, ft by definition. If x^b, let x = b — Reie, with 0<ic<p, and

—7T<0^7r. Then x = 6(l-e-*), with z = log ib/R)-id. Since 9î(z)>log ib/p)

= tv cot ft and | 3(z)| =|ö| gir, it follows that z<ES (ft. Thus x£S(&, ft.
Hence £CS (fi, ß).

(e) Let x = &(l-e-f), where rGS(ft. Then &+«-'(*-&) =&(l-«r(»W),

but since z and f are both in S (ft, so is z+f.

Lemma 8. Let b>l. Let q=l—b~1.  Then  \b log g+l| <(2g&)_1 and

K&|logg| <g_1.

The proof is obvious.

Lemma 9. Let x be any complex number. Let z be in So(ft. Let b>l. Let

g=l— b~l. Let ç7 = &+(x — b) exp (z log q). Then

(a) [e2lo*3-l| <\z\/ibq),

(b) Ifl^lxl+S"1!*!.
(c) |r-(x+z)|ig|z|(jx|+lz|+l)/(cV).

Proof, (a) |exp (z log q) —1| =«|s log g/¿ exp (te log g) dt\. Hence, since

9î(telogg)^0, it follows that |exp (zlogg)-l| á]a| |logg| á|a|/(&g).

(b) f = x exp (z log g) + &[l —exp (z log g)], and therefore, by (a), we have

Irls-M+r1.*!-
(c) f-(x+z) = (x-è) [exp (z log g)-l]-z = z/¿ [(*-&) (log g) exp

(te log g) - l]d/ = z/¿{x(log g) exp (te log g) - (ô logg+1) + è log g

•[1- exp (te log s)]}di. Hence |f-(*+*)| g |z| {|x| (ôg)-1 + (2&g)-1

+g-1|z| (ôg)-1} f |s| (|*| +|z| +l)/(&g2).

Lemma 10. Leí x, £ 5e arey ¿wo complex numbers, and let b be a positive

number greater than 1, and greater than |£|+|x— £|. Lei g=l—¿>_1. Zei

F= [log (*-&)-log (£-ft)]/(logg). Treere:
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(a) v\úb\x-t\{b-\i\-\x-t\)-\

(b) V-ix-8\i\x-ï\i\x-ï-l\+\ï\)q-\b-\ii\-\x-ï\)-\

Proof, (a) V = ix - $ ilog q)-*iè-b)-1f0-[l +ix-0 it-byHJ-tdl. Since (by
Lemma 8) | log g| >5_1, we obtain

| V\ á | x- i\ (1 - | t| J-i)-i[l - | *- í| (»- | í|)-»]-»

= ¿|x-?|(e-|?|-|x-?| )-!.

(b) Since log g = log (1—&_1) = —fUb — t^dt, we have

F - (x - |) = (x - |)(log g)-1 f   {I« - i) + (* - i)t]~l +[b- <]-»}
-J 0

= (x - £)(log g)"1 f    { [(* - ? - 1)/ + £]
•/ 0

. [ç-b+ ix - Ç)t]-i[b - t]-*}dt,

from which (b) follows readily.

Lemma 11. Let fi, • • • , £„ &e cxrey gw/ere complex numbers. Let ji, • • • ,jp

be given positive integers. Let b be a real variable greater than 1. Let Cs¡ib)

(s= 1, • • • , p; j = 0,  1, • • • ,j, — 1) fre complex-valued functions of b. Let

q=l-b-\ Let ¿7 = log (l-i^x)/(log q). Let

Hix,b) = ¿   ZC„{i)[/#.
«=1      )'=0

Then if there is an open region Ç such that as b becomes infinite ii(x, b)

approaches a limit function /(x) uniformly in Q, /(x) must be of the form

V        ¡s—1

/(*) = Z   Z C.yx'ef'1
>=1      j-0

for some constants C,y.

Proof. Assume that Ç is bounded. (The general case follows, by analytic

continuation, from the bounded case.) Now x= (1 — gp)(l — g)-1. As b becomes

infinite, U approaches x uniformly in Q. This follows at once from Lemma

10b, with £ = 0. Let Dx, Da be symbols denoting operations of differentia-

tion with respect to x, U respectively. Let Q be a circle which with its bound-

ary is included in Q. Now (Dy-fi)'1 • • • iDu-^p)^Hix, b)=0. Hence

(-Dir — fi)11 • ■ • iDu — i~P)'pIix) is small throughout Q, if b is large, since

ii(x, b) approaches /(x) uniformly in Ç as b becomes infinite. Also

(Du-fx)" ■ ■ ■ (Da-r„)W(x) - (2?,-ft)" ■'■ - ■ (D.-ft,)'»/(x) is small
throughout (3 if & is large. (For dsU/dxs is near dsx/dx\ for each 5, uniformly

in (J, if b is large.) Hence iDx — ft)'1 • • • (Dx — ÇP)ipIix), which is independent

of 6, must be zero throughout Q. Hence /(x) has the asserted form.
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Lemma 12. If cp(x) is any function of type (Af, ft ias defined in the intro-

duction), then </>'(x) is of type (Af, ft.

Proof. This follows readily from the Cauchy integral formula.

Part V. Linear difference equations.

Theorem 2. Given equation (1) with cox = 0 and with co2, • • • , w„ in S (ft.

Given that </>(x) is of type (Af, ft ias defined in the introduction). Let B be any

complex number such that fiB)?¿0. Then there exists a solution >(x) of (1)

which is of type (M, ft. Moreover, if ft, • • • , ft are the distinct zerosis) offiz)

in 7Í.ÍM, ft with respective orders ji, • • • , jp, then every solution yix) of (1)

which is of type (AÍ, ft is of the form

(41) yo(x) + ¿   £ C.y*'*"
í-l       7=0

where the C,¡ are constants, and conversely every function of the form (41) is a

solution of il) of type (Af, ft. Finally, there exist contours «£P+i, =£P+2, * * * « eac^

being a half-line lying in S o(ft wi/re the origin for initial point, and the set

of these half-lines being a finite set, such that if S is any sufficiently small posi-

tive number and if the contours Jm(5) (w = l, 2, • • • ) are properly numbered,

then

P oo

(42) y„(x) = g<t>ix) + ¿ G.**(x) -   £   Y^x)<
»=1 m=j>+l

where

(43) g = F(S) - ¿ P.(B),
»-i

and

(44) G**ix) =  fX(2xi)-1 f       e^T4>iÇ)FiT)dTd$,
do J 7,(»)

(s = l, 2, • • • ,/>), and

Fm(x) = (2W)"1 f       F(T)(T - B)-

f     c-zr[<?i'(x + z) - B<p(x + z)]dzdT,

(45) - 7"(S)

(w = £+l,¿+2, • • •).

The construction of these contours J^m depends upon M, but is otherwise

independent of c/>(x).

(s) There are only finitely many such zeros, by Lemma 4a.
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Proof. Let ft+i, ft+2, • • • be numbered in any order of nondecreasing

modulus. Let Mi be a positive number greater than M and such that ft+x,

ft+2, • • • are all in the complement of Ai(Afi, ft. (The existence of such an

Afx follows from Lemma 4b.) Let 5 be a positive number so small that:

(46) the distance from the set (ft+x, ft+2, • • • ) to the set HiMi, ft is

greater than 25 (cf Lemma 4c),

(47) the minimum distance between distinct points of the set ft, • • -, ft

is greater than 25,

(48) each component of Z(5) contains at most N— 1 (distinct) zeros offiz),

(49) the distance from B to Z is greater than 5.

Because of (46), (47) the component of Z(5) containing ft (5 = 1, 2, • • • , p)

contains no other point of Z. Let the components of Z(5) be numbered in any

fashion such that Çmi8) contains a ft for which/^w. (Cf. Lemma 4d.) Then

evidently the component of Z(5) which contains ft is Ç,(8) (5=1,2, • • • , p).

Let i be a positive number greater than 1. Let g=l—&_1. Let T\X,

Ttx, • • • , Tnx be functions of x defined as follows:

(50) T,x = <T'(* -b) + b ij= 1, 2, • • • , re),

where by q"i is meant e"ílog q. We consider the functional equation

(51) y£AjyiTjx) = 4>ix),
j-i

which, for large b, is in a formal sense an approximation to equation (1),

since g"j(x — b)+b is, for fixed x, near x+coy if b is large. (Cf. Lemma 9c with

S=Wy.)

One may verify without difficulty that if /(z) has a zero of order *'* at

z = k log q ik = 0, 1, • • • .)(•), and if the Taylor's series expansion of </>(x) at

x = b is J^T-o <t>kix — b)k, then the function y(x, b) defined by

(52)
y{X' h /«*>(* log q) \ log q )

*    fe»        /log(l - &-1x)\''
+ Z   Z   Cj— -)(1  -&-ix)f./i°ss,

,= 1      ,'=.0 \ loger

where the C„y are arbitrary constants, is a solution of (51)(10). Let cr, be de-

fined as follows:

(53) cr. = ft/(log q) (5=1,..-, p).

Let ips De defined as follows:

(9) Only finitely many i¡¡ can be different from zero, since, by Lemma 4a, f(z) has at most

finitely many negative zeros.

(10) Cf. the footnote to  equation  (39). By (1 — i-1«) f«"°f! « is meant exp   [f„(log  g)-1

•log (!-&-%)].
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(54) $,=$<,, if c, is a non-negative integer; ^, = 0 otherwise. Then

y(x, ô) =        Z       M* - b)kFik log q)

(55) *£(—,>
,**.(*-*)'•/log (1-^»*)V'

+ X -1-)    + a(x, o)
tk    /««'(ft)   V       log g       /

where(11)

*    fc?        /log(l — b-1x)\'
(56) ¿7(x, J) = EI   C.,(-^---) (1 - i-»*)".

_i   y=»o \        log g        /

Now if k is not in the set (crx, • • • , <rP) then

(57) Fik log q) = F(F) + £ <?»(* l°g g) +   Z   Q«(* loS ?)
m=X m=p+l

by Theorem lb. Hence, if ¿ is not in the set (<ri, • • • , crp), then

Fik log q) = F(B) + £ {P.(k log q) - P.(B))

(58)
F(T)ik log q-B)_ ¿ f       ni)^iogg-^

wi J ?..<«>   (r- k\ogq)iT-B)

Thus

(59) yix, b) = gcÄ(x) + £G8(x, i) -   ¿Z   Y Ax, b) + Hix, b)n,
8=1 m=p-i-l

where

(60) g=FiB)-2ZPs(B),

und

(61)

G,(x, b) =       £       </>,;(x - £)*PS(£ log ?)

t.ix — b)"f log (1 — 6_1x) \'-'J(-

/«•>(*■.)    \        logg        /

(s=l, 2, ■ • • , p), and

(u) In the sequel the symbol H(x, b) will be used generically to denote functions which are

of the form (56) for some constants C,¡, arbitrary or otherwise, in accordance with the text.

(Each C,j may vary with b.)

{n) This H(x, b) may be different from that in (55). The change in H(x, b) will take care

of certain changes which occur in the range of the subscripts k, in the passage from (55) to (59)-

(62).
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C F(F)      « / k log q - B \
(62) Fm(x, b) - (27TÍ)-1 —^ Z ( —-—;-) <*>*(* - 6) *dr.

JJm(t)  T — B   k=o\T — klogq /

(The order of limiting operations may be changed, as done just above,

because of the convergence of the series Z^-ol^*! \x~b\k Zm=2>+i Jmik, T),

where Jnik,T) = i2ir)^f7miS)\FiT)\\klogq-B\\T-b\-l\T-klogq\-l\dT\.
In this connection we note that |F(F)| <1/X(5) on Jmiô) (by Lemma lb),

that if the 7m(5) are properly numbered then on 7m(5)| T—jBJ-1 = 0(w_1)

and \T — k log q\ =0(w-1), because of Lemma la, and that the length of

^„(5) is bounded (w = £ + l, P+-2, • • • ), because of (48).

We seek next to write iT — k log g)_1 in a more convenient form, using the

equation

(63) (F - * log q)~l =   f   e-p*"'-*iog,)z¿P(
J o

which is valid if z is any complex number such that 9î(z(F — k log g))>0.

We reduce the size of 5 if necessary, and choose numbers 7P+i, 7P+2, ■ ■ •

and D having the property stated in Lemma 4d.

Letzm = eiTm im = p + l,p+2, ■ ■ ■ ). Then if FisonJm(5),

t     dtizmiT - k log q)) = 9î(zroF) - k log qTiizm) 3: fR(zmT)
(64)

= 81(7*) cos 7m - 3(F) sin ym> Mi + Dm.

In particular, 9t(zm(F — k log g))>0 for every non-negative k.

Let T be on Jmi8). Then, letting S be an abbreviation for T—k log q, we

have

(65) S~l =   I     e-"^szmdp.
J o

Hence

1    r FiT)  r •
Fm(x, b) - — I-    Z **(* - &)*(* log q - B)

2irlJ7m(i)  1  — -o L 4=o

(66) •   f    e-"^szmdp]dT

1    f F(F)   [/•»«
= VlJy       -T~^\j     ^e-^Mx-bV

■ (£ log g - F)zmcfp   dF.

(The change of order of limiting operations is justified by the con-

vergence of the integral
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X I e-'*"*s I I <bk | | x - b |k | k log g - B | dp.
o      fc=0

See Appendix, Note A.) Hence

(68)

where

Therefore

(69)

i   r      f(t)   r°°
Fm(x, b) =- I -——       e-"^T^ip)zmdpdT

2TÍJ7m(¡)  T - BJ o

Hp) = Z <t>ki* - b)kik log q — B)e"*«>k losq.

1    C F(T)    C
Ymix, b) =- -        e->*T(ejj>)4,'i$) - B4>(S))zmdpdT,

2iriJ7m(S) T - BJ o

where

(70) em(p) = e>*»lo* "(x - b) log q,    and    ? = & + 0m(p)/log g.

The integral with respect to p in (69), which from the preceding discussion

is convergent provided x lies in a suitable neighborhood of b, can now be

seen to converge, if b is sufficiently large, for every x in S (&, ft, uniformly in

every closed bounded subset of S ib, ß), and therefore (69) gives an analytic

continuation throughout S ib, ß) of the function Fm(x, b) as defined in (62).

(Cf. Appendix, Note B.)

Let Tm be a point on Jmi8) at minimum distance from B. Let Wm be a

point on Jmi8) for which 3î(zOTF) is minimum. Let 5X be a positive number

less than ft such that Ti, • • • ,Th are in the open interval (— [ß — 5x], ß — 5x).

(Cf. Lemma 4d.) Then if x is in S (£>, ß — 8i), it follows from Lemma 7e that

eeSib,ß-8i): Hence

(iV - l)hix)S   rx

<71) |r-(»t)l<xw|r.-j.|/,r**

where re(x) = [| x-b\ | log g| d(e, 50 +1B\ C0(e, Í0]««+'>w and Em = 9î(zmTFm)

— (Af+e)g_1. (The justification of this statement is indicated by the discus-

sion in Appendix, Note B.) Hence

(iV - 1)M(*) .
| Fm(x, b) | < ——:-!-

X(5) [ Fm — B I £m

Now

(72) TiizmWn) - Mi > Dm (w - p + 1, p + 2, • • • ).

This follows from the definition of zm. Hence if e is sufficiently small and b is
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sufficiently large, Em>Dm. Also, there is a positive constant Di such that

(73) I Tm - B I > Dm.

This follows from (72). Thus

iN - l)SA(x)
(74) Ym(x, b)   <-——- m-2.

11 \(d)DDi

Hence Zm-p+i Fm(x, b) converges inS(&, ft, uniformly for x in Sib, ß — 5X). Since

(by Lemma 7d) S ib, ft—ôx) includes a neighborhood of b, Zm=y+iFm(x, b)

converges in S ib, ß) to a function which is an analytic continuation of

Zm-p+i Y mix, b) as defined using (62).

We now consider the function G,(x, b) defined in (61). Let x, x0 be points

of So (ft i such that the line segment joining x to x0 does not pass through

b. Let u = x — b and let u0 = xo — b. Then, if x and xo are inside the circle of

convergence of the series for cp(x) in powers of x — b, we have(13)

(75) G.(x, b) = G*ix, b) + B(x, b),

where

G*(x, *»)=("    —; f       Ht, T, x)dTdt
J u„    2irwy,(8)

(76)

(s = l, 2, • • • , p), where

/^N
*(/, F, x) = (u/ty^'l—-)FiT).

This follows from a straightforward computation of G*(x, b) by the method of

residues. (Cf. Appendix, Note C.)

Also, if Xx and X2 are any two complex numbers (independent of x), lying

in S o(ft> and such that the line segment joining them does not pass through b,

then

-; I *(/, F, x)dTdt = Hix, b).
Ul   27rw3r8(i)

(Cf. Appendix, Note D.) If x2 is taken as zero, while Xx is taken as x0, then by

addition of (75) and (77) we obtain

(78) G.(x, b) = G,**(x, b) + Hix, b),

where

(79) G**ix, b) =  f    —  f       *(/, T, x)dTdt,

(u) See the footnote on equation (56).
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or

r*    ir e^ibiO
(80) G.**(x,è)= —--^—FiT)dTdt

Jo     2iriJj,w (£ - b) log q

(where  V= [log (x — b)— log (£ — 2>)]/(log g)), for ail x sufficiently near b.

Moreover, the right-hand member of (80) is defined and analytic through-

out (14)S (ft, and therefore (78) gives an analytic continuation throughout(14)

S 03) of G.ix, b) as defined by (61).

Let
p oo

(81) yoix, b) = g<pix) + 2Z G,**ix, b) -   2Z   Ymix, b),
s—l m=P+l

where g is defined by (60), and Fm(x, b) is defined by (69). Then yoix, b)

+H(x, b) is an analytic continuation throughout(ls) S (&, ft of y(x, b) as

defined in (52).

It is readily verified (cf. Appendix, Note E) that

(82) As b becomes infinite, yoix, b) approaches, uniformly in every closed

bounded subset of S iß), the function yoix) as defined by

p oo

(83) yoix) = g<bix) + £ G**ix) -   E   F,„(x),
s=l m=p+l

where

(84) G**ix) =   f   -; f       e<*-í>rc>(£)F(F)ciFd£
Jo   2viJy,(f>

(5 = 1, 2, • • • , p), and

1    r FiT)    r°°
(85) Fm(x) =--—■ |    e-"^Tcbmix, P)zmdpdT,

2TriJym(S)  T - BJ o

where c/>m(x, p) =c/>'(x+ZmP) — Fc/>(x+zmp).

Now' Z^yyoi^y^i &)> which equals c/>(x), is near Z^yyo(*+wy), uni-

formly on every closed bounded subset of S (ft, if b is large, since T¡x is near

x+coy (by Lemma 9c), and y0(x+wy, b) is neary0(x+«y). Hence yoix) is a solu-

tion of (1). Evidently yo(*) is analytic in S iß)- It is easy to see that (83),

(84), (85) define a function yoix) which is analytic at the origin as well as in

S (ft. Hence yoC*0 is analytic in S o(ft-
The next step is to secure an estimate of G**(x). Evidently

(86) G**(x) = £ —-Ï— f %(«-»'•(* - Ö'-WK-
!-l    (j  -   l)U 0

(") More accurately, throughout S (ß) deprived of the half-line {x; x^b}.

(16) More accurately, throughout S (b, ß) cut along the half-line {x; x^b}.
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If |x| =R and if |£| =r, and if arg x=y, then

(87) G**rx) = £^^f*et(f)4,rreiy)dr
y_i ij - 1) ! J o

where

e,(r) = c(Ä-')r.exp (¿t)(.r — r)'-1eiiy,

and therefore, if 5x<ft— | -v[, we have

(88) I Gs**(x) I ^ Z ,     '  ,   f Ä£s«Co(€, oi)eW+'^dr
í=i (i - 1) ! J o

where F,(r) = e^-^aîir« exP Ci>)l(jj _ r)/-i. since ft is in H(M, ft, we have

Sft [ft exp (¿7) ] ^ Af. Hence

|G8**(x) I g ¿ _L^iL r   gU-DAf^ _ r)í^iCe(«, 5i)ew+<)rdr

(89) "^1°

= Z T—^\r eW+^RR>Coie, 50
y=i (i - 1) !

or

(90) | G**(x) | g £ A^llL e(ir+.)|.| | « |yCo(e, a,).
î=i (i - 1) !

The next step is to secure an estimate of Fm(x). Let 5x be sufficiently

small so that zm is in S iß — 8i) (w = ^ + l, p + 2, ■ • ■). (We recall that there

are only finitely many distinct numbers zm.) Then if x is in S (ft— 5x), x-\-zmp

is in S iß — 5x), and consequently for every positive e

\cbix + zmP)\ <Co(e, 51>W+0(|x|+p))

and |<¿>'(x+zmp)| <Ci(e, di)eiM+'^^+') (where Ci(í, 5x) is the symbol intro- .

duced in equation (71)). Thus

, .      (AT-1)5     1     r°°
(91) | Fm(x) | <-e-'Wi+^Kix, P)dp

X(5)       Dim J o

where

Kix, p) =  [Ciie, 50 + | F | C,(«, 80]«"r+«>t'-<+»>,

and therefore, if e is sufficiently small so that Af+e< Afx, we have

. iN - l)5e«+'>l-l   r
(92) | Fm(x) | < / - [Cx(e, 50 + | F | C0(e, 5x)].

K(ö)DDim2

Hence
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iN - 1)5 Ci(e, 50 + I B j C,(í, 5x)
(93) Z    !"«(*)

m=p-(-l

<

X(5) DiD

,e(M+.)\,\{ £ OT-2y

\ m=p+l /

It follows from (90) and (93) that yoix) is of type (Af, ft.

Let -ff(x) be generic notation for a function of the form

(94) Hix) = £   Z Csjx'e^.
s=i    y=o

It is easily verified that Hix) is always of type (Af, ft, and is always a solu-

tion of the equation 2Z^4yy(x+w;) =0. Hence every function of the form

(95) y0{x) + Hix)

is a solution of (1) of type (Af, ft.
It remains to prove the converse, namely that every solution of (1) of

type (Af, ft is of the form (95).
Let F(x) be any solution of (1) of type (Af, ft. Let

r¡ix) =   F(x) — yoix).

We shall show that rj (x) = if(x).

Evidently ij(x) is of type (Af, ft. Let d0(«, 5x), dx(e, 5x), d2(€, 5x) be such that

|ij(*)|<do(e, 8i)e^M+* inS(ft-50, |ij'(*)| <di(e, 8i)e^M+^ t»S(/3-5i).
and |V'(*)| <d2(e, 5x)e|:cl(M+6> in S (/3-Sx). (We are using Lemma 12.)

Obviously r¡ix) is a solution of the equation

n

(96) E¿yi,(* + «y) = 0.
3=1

Hence 17(x) is a solution of the equation

(97) Í2AiVÍT3-x) =*(*, ¿),
y=i

where the Fy are defined by (50), and where

(98) *(*, i)  =  £ ^yh(ry«)  - ,,(* + CO,)].
y=i

Moreover rç(x) is analytic in S iß). Hence ^(x, b) is analytic at x = b. Thus,

if

00

(99) v(x) = J2vk(x-b)k
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and

(100) tix, b) = £**(*-&)*,
fc=0

then (by comparison of like powers of x — b in (97)), we have

(101) Vkfik log q) = *».

Hence

Vh = VkFik log q)    if   fik log q) ^ 0,    and

¥* = 0   if   /(* log g) = 0.

Consequently

(103) i,(*) =  £ **F(£ log g)(x - b)k + i?(x, ft).
***o

Also,

(104) There is a positive ft. less than ft such that ft, • • -, ft are the zeros

of /(z) in y\[(Af, ft), such that the numbers co2, • • • , co„, zp+x, zp+2, • • • are in

S (ft), and such that ypix, b) is of type (Af, ft). Moreover, if ft is any number

such that ft<ft<ft then there is a positive number bi such that FyxGS (ft)

(j = l, 2, • • • , n), when xES(ft) and b>bi. (Cf. Appendix, Note F.)

Using (58) we write

P 00

(105) nix) = gtix, b) + Z E.(x, i) -    E  Rmix, b) + F(x, b),

where g is defined by (60), and

(106) E.ix, b) =  2Z  VkPsik log q)ix - b)k
*i^0

(5 = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p), and

i) = - - Ii  r      TO
(107) Fm(x, ft) =- _1_±- Qfx> b< T)dT

2wi J y

with

" / k log q - B \
o(x,b, T) = Z( ^   ;,    K(*-*)*.

i=o \ F — /e log g /* log g,

Then in S (b, ft) we have, as in the treatment of Ym(x, b),

1    r FiT)    r°°
(108) Rmix, b) =- -—        e-"^TWip, x, b)zmdPdT

2iriJ 7m(5)  T — BJ o

where
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Wip, x, b) = e>*-» l0K «(x - b) log gi/-'(f, b) - F^(f, ô)

with f = ô+epI"lo*« (x —&) and with ^'(ft 6) the derivative of ^(ft ¿>) with re-

spect to ft And in S (ft) we have, as in the treatment of G4(x),

(109) £.(*, b) = E**ix, b) + Hix, b)

where

c i   r        /iK£. &)^(r) \
(110) Fs**(x, i) =  I    — eVT( )dTd^,

Jo   2TiJyaW        Vi-b) log qj

with V= [log (x-&)-log (£-&)]/(log q). (It will be noted that (106) is an

exact analogue of (61), since, by (97), \r/ic = 0 whenever k = <rs.) Now

n

(111) | *(*, J) | á Z Mil I TjX - (x + «,) | Gy,
J=l

if x£S (ft), where

(112) Gy is the maximum of | r]'it)\ for t on the line segment (Fyx, x+coy).

But | Fyx| ^ |x| +g_1|coy|, and |x+cdy| g|x| +|coy|. Hence \t\ ^ |x| +g_1| coy|.

Also, if xGS ißo), *+û)/€S 03o) and FyxGS (ßi). Hence /GS (ft). Therefore if

Sx = ft—ft, we have

(113) |ij'(/)| ^ ¿iC«, §1)««»+«)IM,

Hence

(114) G,- S diie, 51)e(M+i)5"1|w'le(M+e)|11.

Now by Lemma 9c, with z=coy, we have

(115) | Tjx - (x + coy) [ ^ | wj | ( | x I + I wy | + ^ft-ig"2.

Hence, by (111), (114) and (115) we have, when xES(ft), and &>ix+l,

(116) | <Kx, b) | ^ b-1d*ié)e^M+2'^x\

where d*(e) is independent of x and &.

Let ft be a positive number less than ft such that ft, • • -, ft are the

zeros of /(z) in 7s[(Af, ft) and such that the numbers co2, • • • , w», zP+i,

zp+2, • • • , are in S (ft). Then by the Cauchy integral formula, and (116), we

have, using the analyticity of \p at x = 0, \\¡/'ix, b) ¿b-1d**ie)e<-M+2í^xl in

S (ft), where d**(e) is independent of x and b. Hence

I Rmix, b) | ^ Jr» (^~y [(1 + i-i | x | )d**(e) + | B | d*f»]
(117) X(5)DlZ?

tg(Af+2«)li|-|

W* J'
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whence

(118) Z      RmiX,b)\   ̂    b-Uix),
m=p+X I

where _7(x) is a positive-valued function of x which is independent of b and

which is bounded on every bounded subset of S (ft).

The next step is to estimate F**(x, b). We have

(119) | eVT\ à e|r||y|.

But | V\ áJ(x, b)=b\x\ib-2\x\)~l by Lemma 10a and \T\ ^|ft| +8g,G0,
if FGJS(5) (5 = 1, 2, • ■ • , p), with Go a positive number. Therefore

(120) I £s**(x) j g-—^-^    ,    1 . ' ^ 6~»/.(*)
X(5)(l — o_1 [ x I )

where F,(x) is a positive-valued function of x which is independent of b and

which is bounded on every fixed bounded subset of S (ft) if b is sufficiently

large. Let

p 00

(121) ,,„(*, b) = gf{x, b) + ¿Z E**ix, b) -   ¿Z   *»(*. b).
3=1 m=p+l

By virtue of inequalities (118), (120), and (116) it is evident that as b becomes

infinite t;0(x, b) tends uniformly in every bounded subset of S (ft) to a limit

function which is identically zero.

Now from (105), (109) and (121) we have

(122) v(x) = *„(*■ b) + Hix, b),

and since 17(x) is independent of b, it follows that if(x, b) tends to the limit

t/(x) as b becomes infinite, the limit being approached uniformly in every

bounded subset of S (ft). But this implies that r/(x) is of the form Hix). (See

Lemma 11.) This concludes the uniqueness proof.

Let J^m im=p + l, p+2, ■ • • ) be the contour z=pzm (Ogp) described in

the sense of increasing p. Then equations (42)-(45) are valid.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remarks, (i) The methods used in the proof of Theorem 2 can be thought

of as a generalization of the method of principal solutions ("in direction 0")

which was introduced by the author [14]. The generalization consists in that

the exponents ft/log q appearing in if(x, b) are not required to be real and

non-negative. There are other deviations of the methods of this paper from

the methods of the earlier paper: among them the use of powers of the func-

tions log (1— ¿>-1x)/log g in the solutions of (51), and the failure to intro-

duce parameters in (51). These other deviations, however, are matters of

convenience only, and could have been avoided.
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(ii) From (45) it is evident that Fm(x) can be written in the form

f      [4>'(x + z) - B<bix + z)]Hmiz)dz,

where

Hm(z) = (27TZ)-1 f       FiT)iT - B)-^e-'TdT.

If we let Zi, • • ■ , Zq he the distinct numbers in the set {zp+x, zp+2, • • • }, and

define /¡(z) as Z2„,=z( ifm(z) (this series will converge for z on J^m, if z^O),

t = l, 2, ■ ■ • , Q, and define Qt as the contour «£„, for zm = Zt, and define

.rft(z) as i2iri)-1fja(¡)e*TFiT)dT, then we shall have

yoix) = gc6(x) + £ f   AL(x - Ö*(Qd{
s=l«^ 0

+ Z L [*'(* + z) - ¿w* + o]/*(«)&.
t=lJ(?«

In this form the representation of yoix) bears a close analogy to Nörlund's

representation of his principal solution of equation (4),  [8, p. 70, equation

(9)].
(iii) It is evident from the proof of Theorem 2 that the existence problem

for equation (1) might have been approached from the standpoint of the

symbolic calculus, in this fashion: One writes (1) in the form fiD)y=<p,

whence, formally, y = F(F>)c/>, and then, again formally, from Theorem la,

F(£) = F(F)-2Xx (2«)-i/7m(5) FiT)iT-B)-^D-B)(T-D)-HT, leading
to

y = F(F)cKx) - £ Ylix),
m=l

where

Y*m{x) = (27TÍ)-1 f       FiT)iT - £)-»*(*, T)dT,
Jymw

and where hix, F) = (F>—F)(F —F>)_1c/>0*0> that is, where hix, T) is a solu-

tion of the differential equation F/z(x, F) —Â'(x, F) =<£'(*) — Fc/>(x). Evidently

Fm(x), as defined by (85), isa particular case of F*(x) (w = p + l, p + 2, • • • ).

The approximating g-difference method appearing in this paper provides

analytic calculations with q, paralleling these formal calculations with the

symbolic operator D. From this point of view the approximating g-differ-

ence method plays a role analogous to that played by the Laplace transform

in the treatment of differential or difference equations(16).

(I6) Cf., for example, Doetsch [4, chap. 18, §3].
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Part VI. Appendix.

Note A (referring to the integral (67)).

We    observe    that    |exp    i~pzmiT — k    log    q))\ ^exp    i—pdlizmT))

\x — b\k\k log q — B\, which
<b sin ß (by virtue of the

^exp (—pAfx), while the power series Zi°-ol<£

is independent of p, is convergent when

analyticity of c/>(x) in S (ft).

Note B (referring to the paragraph following equation (70)).

We observe that since x is in S ib, ß), and since —pzm log g is in S iß), it

follows from Lemma 7e that £ is in S ib, ß), and thus (by Lemma 7b) £ is in

S (ft. Hence c/>(£) and </>'(£) are defined, and (by Lemma 12), for suitably small

positive 5x corresponding to any fixed closed bounded subset of S ib, ß),

[0(?)| <Co(e, 50 exp [(Af+e)|£[], and |c/>'(£)| <d(t, 5X) exp [(Af+e)|£|].

Then, since ¡£| <|x| +q~1p (by Lemma 9b), we have |c/>(¿)| <Co(e, Sx) exp

[(Af+£)(|x|+g-V)] and |0'(ö| <G(€, 50 exp [(Af+e)(|x| +gr-1P)]. Since

|exp (—pzmF)^exp (—pAfx), it suffices that e be sufficiently small and b

sufficiently large so that (Af+e)g_1< Afi in order to insure convergence of the

integral with respect to p, in (69), for every x in S ib, ß), uniformly in every

closed bounded subset of S ib, ß).

Note C (referring to equations (75) and (76) and the following sentence).

Evidently

G.*(x, b) =  f   2ÍTÍ)-1 f       r(/, F, x)PeiT)dTdt,
■^«0 •'7.(8)

where

Tit, T, x) = eWTcpit+-b)it log q)-\

with W= (log u — log t) log q. Hence

G*(x, b) = f   <bit + F)(/ log g)-1F(x, í)d¿,

where F(x, ¿) is the residue at ft of eWTPsiT).

Now

25TÍ Jy,(o) L\ m=0 W! A   j_I /J

eWfi
i BsjW'-1

Z

Hence

ÏÏ (i-1)!

G*ix,b) =  f   ' 2Z<t»:Ukewll'-klosq)È
J 0 k=0 ¡=1 (i-1)!

ciTF
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where lF0 = (log m—log «0)/(log g). Hence

G*(x, b) =  Z **«*£  ,.B'*,   U(s, j, k) + (J - 1)!(* log g - ft)-']
M»,        i=i  0 - 1)!

+ ^M"£(F.yTF¿')/O"0.
y=i

where

y-x W^-'—fj-l)!

r0 (* log g - f.)-+»0" - 1 - w)!

Thus

B   ■ / log (1 — b~1x) \ '•
G *(x, i) =       E        **«*■?.(* log g) + *.«'• -r2 ( -~- )

k£(n.--:cp) Jsl   \ log g /

+#(*, b)

= G,(x, ¿) + Hix, b).

Note D (referring to equation (77)).

By the argument of Note C, the left-hand member of (77) equals

4>(t + b)it log ?)-»(«//)" Z -B»f(l°g « - log ty-i-Ljdt,

where Ly=((j —l)!)-1(log g)1-'. Hence the left-hand member of (77) equals

ii-i
M"Z (log«) "Cm = 27(x, ¿S)

m—0

where

cm = f  <s>it + j)í-«+"' £ z?.y(- log ty-^-^dt
J «i j=i

with Ay = F„y(log g)-'(0'-l-»»)!)-»(»»!)-».
A^o/e E (referring to statement (82)).

Let ff be any closed bounded subset of S (ft. Let P be the maximum of

|x| in "5, and let b be greater than 3P. Let Sx be positive and sufficiently small

so that 5CS (ft—Sx). Let x be any point of ff.

We note that

(E. 1)     G**ix, b) - G**(x) =  f " (2W)-i f      Jix, Ç, F, b)4>(QF(T)dTdi
Jo J 7,(J)

where
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Jix, $, T, b) = (| - cVTKlog q)-i eVT - e<*-£>r,

with V having the same significance as it had in Lemma 10.

Evidently

J(x, |, F, 6) = it - b)-1 (log g)~l (eVT - e<*-«>r)

+ ((I - i)-»(log g)-1 - l)e(l"£)r.

But

_   g(x-£)r  =   J-   f       ea1

J x-t
"Tda.

Hence  \eVT-e^-^T\ ^ | F| | F-(x-£)|   exp (F|F|)   where F = max (|F|,

|*-€|).
By Lemma 10a, | F| <Pbib-2P)~\ By Lemma 10b, |F-(x-£)|

<2(F+l)2g-1(^-2F)-1.

Hence |eFr — e(x_{)r| ^b~1KiS) where Kfô) is a positive number depend-

ing upon S but independent of b and F, the inequality holding for all F on

7,(5) (5 = 1, 2,---,p).
Also, |(|-i)-»(loga)-»

-ll = |«-ô)-1(log   g)"1

^bib-P)-1 (by Lemma 8), and | (E-t^Oogg)-»

|(l+ö log g)-| log g|^ô(è-P)-i[(2g6)-1

+P(gtV)-1] (by Lemma 8). Thus | J(x, £, F, 6)| áift(;F)Z>-\ where Ki[s) is a

positive number depending upon S but independent of b and F, the inequality

holding for all T on J.ib) (5 = 1, 2, • • • , £).
Since <£(£) and F(F), in (E.l), are bounded by a bound independent of b,

we conclude that G**(x, b) approaches G**(x) as b becomes infinite, uniformly

in S.

Now

Fm(x, b) - Fm(x)

= (2XÎ)"1 f       F(F)(F - F)-1 f   exp (-p2mr)d»(*f p, F, b)zmdPdT
J ym(S) do

where

dm(x, p, F, ¿) = Um<b'(U) - B4>iU) - [4>'(x + zmP) - B4>(x + zmP)\,

with £TO = ô+(x —¿>) exp (pzOTlogg) and with Um=ix — b) log g exp (pzmlogg).

Evidently

dm(x, p, T, b) = iUm - l)4>'iím) + [4>'iSn.) - <b'ix + zmP)]

- B[4>i£n>) -<pix+zmP)l

Let 5x be sufficiently small so that every zm is in S iß — 5i) ■ (We recall that there

are only finitely many distinct zm.) Let b he sufficiently large so that S is in

S ib, ft— ôx). (Cf. Lemma 7c.) Then since x is in S ib, ft— Sx), so is £m (by Lemma
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7e), and therefore both x-\-zmp and £m are in S (ft—Sx). (Cf. Lemma 7b.) Now

Um — l=x log q exp ipzm log g) — (6 log g + 1)—ô log g(exp (pzra log q) — 1).

Hence by Lemmas 8 and 9a we have | Um — l\ gô_1g-1|x| +(2g&)_1 + (ôg2)_1p

á(6g2)-i(|x|+p + l). Also \<p'iU\ £Cii€, 8i) exp [(Af+e)|fm| ], and since

(by Lemma 9b) | £m[ ̂  | x| +g-V>, we have |</>'(£„,)] ̂  Gx(e, 50 exp [(Af+e)g"1

• (| x| +p) ]. Now<p'(£m) -4>'ix+-zmp) =fx+zmP(p"it)dt, and since t, on the line seg-

ment ix+zmp, £m), is not more than ¡x[+g-Ip> we conclude that \<p'i^m)

-cp'(x+zmp)| ^|£™-(x+3mp)|C2(e, 50 exp [(Af+e)g-1([x|+p)]. By Lemma

9c we have [£„ — (x+zmp)| ^p(|x|+p + l)(6g2)-1. Hence \<p'i£m) — c/>'(x+zmp)|

^KíiS)Íp-\-l)2b~1 exp [p(Af+€)g-1], where K%iS) is a positive number inde-

pendent of b and p, the inequality holding for every w and for every non-

negative p. Similarly \<pi£m)-(j>ix+zmp)\ ^K3iS)ip+iyb~1 exp [p(Af+e)g-1],

where ift(iï) has properties similar to those of i^2(ï). Thus |dm(x, p, F, &)|

SK^iS)ip-\-l)2b~l exp [p(Af+e)g_1], where K^S) has properties similar to

those of KiiS). From this it follows that if e is sufficiently small and b is

sufficiently large, |dOT(x,p, T, b)\ ^b^K^S) exp (pAfx). Hence, if Tm is a point

of ym(5) minimizing | F—B\, and TFm is a point of 7™(5) minimizing 9f(zmF),

then | Fm(x, &) - Fra(x) | ^ (JV - 1)5 [X(5) ]-»1 Tm - B \ ■ b^Kffîfi [r**~w'i
■ epMi]dp^b~1KoiS)m~2 (using (72) and (73) in obtaining the last inequality).

Thus

CO CO CO

2Z   FM(*. b) -   2Z   Fm(x)   ^ b-'Kois)   ¿Z ™~2<
m=p+l m—p+l m=P-r-l

which shows that as b becomes infinite ^3m_p+x(Fm(x), b) approaches

Zm-p+iFm(x), uniformly in S. This, together with what has been proved

about the convergence of G**(x, b) to G**(x), proves that as b becomes infinite

yoix, b) approaches yo(x) uniformly in every closed bounded subset of S (ft.

Note F (referring to statement (104)).

Let ft be a positive number less than ft such that ft, • • • , ft are the zeros

at/(z) in J^(Afx, ft). (Cf. Lemma 4e.) Let ft be sufficiently large so that

Wî, • • • , ù>„ and zp+x, zp+2, • • • are in S (ft). (We recall that there are only

finitely many distinct numbers zm.) Let ft be such that ft<ft<ft

Let x be in S (ft). We have F3x = &(l— g-'O+g"1'*- Now 6(1— q"¡) is in

S ib, ft) (by definition of S ib, ft), and therefore £(1 — q">) is inSo(ft by Lemma
7b. Also, arg (g">'x)=arg x + 3[coy log q\. Let b0 be a positive number such

that if b>b0, then [3[wy log q}\ <ft-ft (j=l, 2, ■ • ■ , n). Then if b>b0 and
x is in S (ft), gu,'x is in S (ft). Hence Fyx is in S (ft) 0 = 1,2, • • • , n).

Also, | Fyx| ^ |x| +b\ 1— g"'| si |x[+|coy|/g (by Lemma 9a).

Let € be any positive number. Let 5i = ft—ft. If b>b0 and if x is in S (ft),

then U(Fyx)| <d0(e, 50 exp [| F;-x| (Af+e)] ^d0(e, 50 exp ([x|(Af+e))

exp ((Af+£)|coy|/g).

Obviously viTjx) is analytic if x = 0. Hence ??(Fyx) is of type (Af, ft).

Hence ^(x, b) is of type (Af, ft).
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